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Sections Pledge
41 Freshmen,
Initiate Dec. 6
The list of Section pledges for
this year was announced at 4:00
p.m. today, Thursday, Dec. 14, and
initiation will take place Dec.
Acceptance of the bids was due
at noon today, but the list is still
slightly incomplete.
First Section: James Hale, Paul
Von Gunten.
Second: Robert Gish, David Hoi'
lingsworth, Roger Naftzger, John
Park, Stuart Ronald, Harry Schei'
fele, Charles Stacker.
Third: Donald Bell, Malcolm
Boggs, Boyd Daniels, James Mc
Allan, Ichiro Sugiyama.
Fourth: Myron Bellinger, Joe
Bishop, Raymond Chittum, Rich'
ard Graham, Glen Schwartz, Al'
bert Spritzer, Bruce Strait, Paul
Ohmura.
- Fifth: Richard Brandenstein, Edward Perkins, Robert Scott.
Seventh: Deane Ferm, Thomas
Hull. Robert Wagner, Arthur
Freehaftr.
Eighth : Stephen Ackerman, Carl
Andrews, William George, Arden
Lea, David Pfleiderer, Charles
Spinning, John Wallace.
Ninth: Robert Clark, Hassan
Khajeh-NourJohn Frenz, David
Schroeder, Clarence Valencourt.
- Certain rules have been passed by
the faculty to limit and regulate the
initiation activities and any viola
tion of these "will result in the im
mediate termination of informal
initiations for men."
14-1- 6.
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War Council

Prof. Newton Chiang of Nan'
king Theological S e m i n a r y . at
Chengtu, China representing many
o u t h organizations - is - visiting
Wooster campus this week from
Dec. 13 through Dec. 15 under the
auspices of the Y.W.C.A. Prof
Chiang spoke in chapel Wednes'
day and that evening was the guest
at an open Y meeting in lower
Babcock. On Thursday he .spoke to
several classes and met with mem'
bers of Clericus.
Mr. ChianPo is an outstandingo
representative of the Chinese peo
pie and speaks with authority of
the problems of its youth. From
December 1937 to November 1938
he with his family of eight children
and many students trekked 6,000
miles from Nanking to safety in
West China. Until he came to the
U. S. this year, Mr. Chiang had
organized youth activities in the
Central China provinces, directed
youth camps and Student Service
teams to do relief work among
wounded soldiers and road laborers,
and traveled extensively among col
eges and schools assisting m the
Christian Student Movement.
He received his B.A. from St.
ohn's University, Shanghai and
his M.A. from the same university
in 1928. While a student he was
president of the Y.M.C.A., captain
of the football team, secretary of
the Student Council, president 'of
the Chinese Boxing Club, editor of
his college paper and active in many
other campus activities including
Boy Scout work.
books including

ed-themselves-to-the-Victory

of the
Voice staff
wish all the
faculty, students, '
and friends
of The College
of Wooster a sincerely
Merry Christmas and a most
happy and rewarding Hew Year.
"

too that
Christmas brings to all of
you the things you most desire
not only in material gifts, but also

successful

HEW TEAR

the Ones We Used to Know

Christmas to 'us is a time of traditions galore. So it is over
the world; the traditions may be different but the spirit is the
same. Three Wooster students representing Egypt, Colombia,
and France have written about how they spent Christmas in
these respective countries.
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the Christmas tree where - they
Myra Vandersall
There seems to be a tendency spend hours talking, playing
on the part of most Americans liv cards, telling anecdotes, etc.
The climax comes around eleven
ing abroad to make of Christmas
as American a day as possible.' We o'clock when gifts found under
in Cairo were no exception. Of the tree are opened children's
course we didn't have snow I can eyes sparkle with new possessions.
remember years ago wondering the whole family, is gay with the
why everyone seemed to think there holiday spirit. After this, about
was something magical about midnight, a little supper, "cena '
white Christmases. And we didn't is served, consisting mainly oi
have rear Christmas trees either. arroz a la Valendana," a de
Each year we would go through licious rich dish prepared with ut
the same ritual: unwrapping the most culinary skill. On Christmas
artificial tree, unfolding it, decor' Day, as in North America, the
ating it, and setting it up m the family relaxes.
iving room window where every
one passing in the street could see
By Jacqueline Theis
the gay lights. People used to
hadgone
We
through the usual
stand outside and look at it, some'
Christmas m o r h i ri g excitement.
times for as long as half an hour.
shoes had been filled by the
We liked to go caroling with the Our
Pere 7ocl and we had opened the
English children, pretending it was
under the tree. The ex'
an English Christmas. It wasn't so presents
citement
was the same all over the
much that we wanted it traditional,
world; the presents were very dear,
as that. our. parents wanted us to
but they were the simple gifts of a
know the kind of Christmas they
family exchange; the tree was the
had had as children. For the great
really unusual thing. It was a beau
majority - of Egyptians, Christmas
tiful tree; we had spent hours dec
was just the most important Chns'
orating it, arranging the tinsel and
tian holiday, and with the tolef
colored glass balls on the branches,
ance for other religions and cul?
and putting each white candle in its
tures that is so prevalent in a cos'
place. On Christmas Eve, we had
mopolitan city like Cairo, they ac'
made a regular ceremony of light'
cepted it as such.
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By Pablo Sanchez
On Christmas Eve the City
(Bogota) presents an aspect very
different from any other time of
year. Students home for Christ
mas vacation make the streets so
crowded that it's difficult for other
pedestrians to navigate from place
to place. This is the outward ap
pearance of the city; but before
we come to the inner, more famil
iar scenes, let me describe a religious ceremony taking place during
the weekTefoW"Christmas.
The services are built around
Catholic tradition, since Colombia
is almost entirely Catholic. Each
night about seven o'clock the family gathers about a small manger
made with utmost care and has a
small devotional service of prayer
and songs. Following this there is
Ihe last two chapel programs a repast of traditional "chocolate
before the Christmas holidays wii santafereno". This service is not
be as follows:
held on Christmas Day however.
Also during the week before
Friday, Dec. 1 5, Dr. Schreiber
'
will speak on 'The Custom of the Christmas the f a m i 1 y gathers
nightly in the patio to burn a gorChristmas Tree .
geous display of fireworks in honTuesday, Dec. 19, Dr. "Lowry or of
Jesus' birthday.
will be in charge of the service.
La Noche
On Christmas Eve
the family gathers near
Buena
mmm4

In-elud-

in the intangible resource
of peace which is so much a
part of the Christmas spirit, and of
the intellectual curiosity and satisfaction
which is so much a part of the spirit of Wooster.
So again we wish you a happy vacation and a return to
a very

.

On Sunday, Dec. 17, the Big
Four is sponsoring an
Christmas carol sing All the clubs
are urged to plan to join the Big
Four in this sing. Come one, come
all for a good time.
The gathering will take place oh
the quad around the tree and at
seven o'clock the tour will start.
.. With all the clubs joining the Big
Four the carol sing Should be a big
success. When the weary carolers
get back to the campus cocoa and
sandwiches will be served at Bab'
cock. So everybody reserve Sunday
evening, Dec. 17th. See you at the
;arol aingL

h
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Featuring Ruth Pfohls Grams
and Ellen Miller as soloists, the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra pre
sented a r program of symphonic
numbers at the opening of its
twenty-nintconcert season, Dec.
13, at 8:15 p.m. in the chapel.
Through the kindness of Mrs.
Helen Compton, Ruth Pfohls
Grams, former head of the harp
department of Ann Arbor, came to
us from Dover, Ohio, and per'
formed with the orchestra in addi-tio- n
to the solo presentation.
in this' section of the con'
cert were Latnento, Hasse Imans;
Tsfight Breeze, Salzedo; and" Ma'
zurla, Schueker.
Ellen Miller,' a senior in the
Wooster High School, soloed in the
performance of Mendelssohn s A'
minor Violin Concerto, which was
presented in its entirety by the
Wooster orchestra for the first
time. The positions of Bob Hole,
first oboe, and Arden Brubaker,
first bassoon, were filled respective
ly by oboist Phil Kirschner and
bassoonist August Rickert, both of
the Cleveland Symphony Orches

M e r r y

Babcock Toyland
Vel comes Santa
To Party Friday
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Big Four Holds Sing

Symphony Program
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Prof. Chiang 'has written many
On root to Free
dom, the story of their migration to
What is Wooster doing for the West China, The Unseen Reality,
war effort? Let s look at the active serving the border teoples and
ties and plans for the War Coun has also translated many Christian
cil.
classics into Chinese.
Formed to coordinate all contri
The visit of Prof. Chiang is.be'
butions to the war effort on campus.
sponsored by the Student Vol
ing
the Council tries to inspire each of
the various clubs to take on a spe' unteer Movement. He is available
cific task. The Big Four, Y.W.C.A, for individual conferences in the
Y.M.C.A., Senater W.A:A.r and Religion - Conference R o o m i n
the social clubs participate and al Kauke. An appointment sheet is
have future plans, some of which posted on Kauke bulletin board or
arrangements may be made by call
are quite definite.
With the Sixth War Loan Drive ing Luamay Walkden at Babcock.
now in "full operation, the sale o
stamps seems foremost in the minds Brenson Presents Final
The Senate sold
of the clubs.
stamps with great success in Kauke Lecture on Exhibition
on Wednesday. Pyramids plan to
sell them in the Unfon several days
An illustrated talk by Prof
a week, and Jinx will take over the 1 heodore Urenson will be given
from seven to eight o clock at Gal
sale in the dorms.
The W.A.A., after its successful pin Hall this Friday evening. Mr,
Red Cross benefit bridge, is clan Brenson will give a resume of the
ning a square dance to aid the War paintings on exhibit before they
Fund. When the Red Cross drive are sent back to New York. The
is on in the spring, Peanuts will important elements of the paintings
also give a benefit bridge. The ben will be discussed and analyzed.
ate is conducting the Ready Room
Another exhibit, to follow the
Y.W.C.A. cares for the Children's present one, is planned by the art
Home and has already sent Christ department. The pictures, planned
mas cards to the service men, and to give a representation of modern
the church nursery is being run by painting, have not been decided
the Spuds. When someone is seen urjon
Due to the war manv
as vet.
K
0
minding the Westhater baby it wi of the desired paintings are not to
most likely tie a member of the be had.
Sphinx. Publicity for the call for
It is hoped that the proposed ad'
blood donors will be furnished by dition to the Josephine Long Wish.
the Arrows, while the Darts have art Museum in Galpin Hall wil
soon be realized. The plan offin
book campaign.
ishing the two wings on either side
of. the present gallery . tor . a per
The Little Theatre plays sched
manent exhibit has already been ap
uled for Dec. 14, 16 have been proved by the Board of Trustees
postponed until after Christmas.
and has only, to be worked out in
detail. '

Charts Activities

-pledg-
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Newton Chiang
Addresses Campus
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ing the candles, and a game of
blowing them out. But now the
big six or seven course Christmas
dinner was over. We were in the
church, and in front of us was
another, immense, Christmas tree.
On it, instead of glass balls were
hundreds of oranges, but the white
candles were just like ours. The
lighting of those candles was some
thing we looked forward to for
many months. A long highly in'
flammable mesh ran around the
tree, touching the wick of every
candleAs soon--as one
ler children "of the Sunday. School
had held1 a match to the cord, a
bright flame sped crazily all around
the tree, leaving' in its wake the
scattered, peaceful glow of count
less candles on' the dark green tree.
of-the-sm-
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Attention all students! Santa
Claus called up the Big Four pres-ident and said that he would be
visiting the campus Friday, Dec
5. Now that the campus is cov
ered with sparkling white snow,
Santa should have no trouble with
his reindeer this coming Friday.
To welcome Santa in the orcoer
Four has planned

ashion, the Big

party in Toyland. Students are

to come to the party in Toyland,
Babcock basement, dressed as a toy.
'rizes will be given to the besttoy,
as judged by the faculty," when
Santa arrives. The toys will be able
to strut their stuff in the grand
march before Santa: arrives. By the

.

way, who is oanta ciausr Lome to
oyland to find out thisr Friday
evening.
.

You will be amazed to find out
what Santa will pull forth from his
bag. Santa Claus will be assisted by
oe Bishop and Margie Goldsmith.
hey alone would be worth seeing.
There will be dances, stunts, and
tricks performed by the characters
tra.
oe and Margie pull forth from
The program also included Red Santa's bag. Miss
Lowrie and her
Cavalry March, Morton Gould;
Modern Dance group will present
My Dog Has Fleas, Dave Rose; Die
three Christmas dances.
Meistersinget- - Overture, .Wagner;
and Roumanian Rhapsody No. 1,
The evening will be spent in
George Enesco.
playing games, by being entertained
The playing of several selections by characters from Santa's bag and
from the Nutcracker Suite by in dancing. Pink lemonade, suck'
TschaikowskyV were dedicated to ers, and candy canes will be proformer members Nicky Zuppas and vided to satisfy the hungry toys.
Bob Hole.
Now that the holiday spirit has
really descended upon us come
Christmas
out to the
Lean Presents "Carol party this Friday, Dec. 15 from
eight until eleven. The party prom'
Forty-fir- st
Time
lses to be lots of fun. Get dressed
as that toy to meet Santa Claus!
.
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Did you know that there is a
prof on campus who has set a rec
ord in the United States? Dr. Ferm Cleveland Singers Join
probably has stuck his head into a
drawer more than anyone else, but College Choir, Present
that's not the answer.
Handel's "Messiah"
Next Monday evening at 8
o'clock will mark the fortyfirst
Handel's "Messiah" w i 1 1 be
year of Dr. Delbert G. Lean s pre
college chapel Sunday
sentation or JDickens Christmas sung in the
Dec.
17, at four o clock.
afternoon,
Carol". The only other person who
soloists
The
for
this
concert will be
has even approached this record
Eve
Miss
Richmond
of the Con
was a Mr. Moses True Brown who
had recited the story every Christ' servatory faculty, soprano; Miss
Leonmas morning tor 4U years, jur Jane McDonald, contralto;
ard
soloist
Edwards,
Or- the
of
Lean used to wonder it anyone
pheus Male Chorus of Cleveland,
could possibly beat that record.
tenor;-anGordon McKinnen of
Beginning when a student at Cleveland, baritone. The choir of
Emerson College of Oratory, Dr, 113 voices will be augmented by
Lean has given the carol over men singers from other churches.'
700 times, Wooster audiences have The College Choir has sung the
enjoyed it annually, except for two Messiah eleven times in the past
years, since 1908. He has given re fourteen years. Because of the lack
--

d

--

citals all over the state ' and as
many as 10 to 20 times in one
town; His final performance here
will be given next year, as the "mas'
ter of Scrooge will be retiring for
rest.
a
well-earne- d

Freshman Forum to

Give Nativity-Tablea-

u

of a sufficient number of men singers, it was not sung here last year.
Mrs. Clarice Paul Parmelee will
play the piano, and Miss Doris
Fetzer the organ. The choir will be
directed by Professor Neill O.
Rowe. This will be the thirtieth
December concert which Professor
Rowe has conducted with the choir.
The MessiahTs the favorite of
all oratorios. The music was writ
ten by Handel in the remarkably
short time of twenty-fou- r
days. It
was first produced in Dublin and
at once became a tremendous suc
cess. Other composers have written
Christmas oratorios,' but none has
attained the success of the "Messiah", which is annually 6ung
throughout the Christian world at
Christmas time.

A special Christmas program is
planned for this Sundays meeting
of Freshman Forum in lower Gal'
pin at 9:30 a.m. In charge of the
program are Thelma Jean Gilkeson
II juicsson. '
After the songs had been sung, ana TN
uoaay
and a Christmas story told, we
In tableau form, The Little Or
would go to the Catholic Church
will be read by Roger Naftz
bhan
and there see the dramatic per'
Shirley Garl and
formance of the first Christmas ger and acted by
story. Then we .would go home, D a V e Blackshear, representing
o:
with visions of holiday celebrations Mary. and Joseph. The singing
will
hymns
Christmas
familiar
com
still to come, New Year's and
"Prexy" Wishart Arrives
Twelfth Night; for in Fjr a n c e plete the program.
Last Sunday there was a discus
Christmas lasts twelve days, and
the birthday of Christ is just the sion on Reincarnation led by Anne
President Emeritus Charles F.
first.
lu Hutson.
Wishart will arrive at the college
on Friday to be present for part of
the campus Christmas celebration.
During the past week he spoke at a
Wooster Day meeting in St. Louis
and attended a meeting concern
ing the Presbyterian MinistW
Fund in" Philadelphia.
- ..
.
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Emerging from our igloo tun
neled through a sixteen foot snow
drift, I accept succour from a beery
St. Ber.
eved I mean, bleary-eye- d
syllables
last
the
pick
and
out
nard
of "Suds from Our Beer" for the
year 1944 may it rest in peace.
First of all, best wishes to Barbara Hart and Bob Scott, first from
the freshie ranks to take the step
and pass out lollipops.
"Where are my wandering
alumni tonight?", wailed Mother
Wooster but her tears turned to a
big smile as Ensign and Mrs. Wil-MaJohnson put in an all too brief
appearance Saturday. Mrs J. you
knew
Woosterites were Betty
from Columbus and Mrs.
ley
Haw
Marge .McCIure Weibusch.
Kudos to the Y.W. Y.M. Carnival which went over with a bang,
especially the Beauty Pageant that
brought out the woff in many of
the males in the audience. What
this country needs is more judges
on the bench who take .their jobs
as - seriously - as - did their honors
Dunham, "Young, and Schreiber!
Holden smoker threw a big party- Saturday night complete with floor.
show. Outstanding
was Becky
Whitaker s masterful portrayal of
our immortal Peering George, leer
et al. Emceeing the soiree was our
Party Girl, Corny Lybarger who
swears Elsa Maxwell has nothing
on her.
Back in circulation are Pat Coop
er and Betty Martin who had been
answering sick call. Welcome home!
Our sympathies, however, to Marilyn Shaeffer who was forced into
a snowy bed Monday night. Seems
snow brings put the pixey in pep'

matter In the Pott Office of Wootter, Ohio
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This is the familiar Christmas Seal, making its fortieth debut
in this, 1944. This is the minute and cheerful symbol of a gift that
is anything but minute. This is the symbol of the braveness and
strength in sufferers that makes them fight on ... . with the help
of others. This is the symbol of a
HOMO
Your
from
Christian gesture, that of acting
Protect
brotherly

TUBERCULOSIS

love- -

A postman's figure was chosen
honor
of EinarHolboell, Danish
in
;
postal clerk, who, fortyyear6-agO- j
originated and promoted the idea
of selling Christmas Seals to help
the sick. While Einar Holboell was
crusading toward his chosen end
a group of American and Canad-iadoctors were also formulating
a plan. In June of 1904 this group
.

n

--

e-turned

formedlieaticaiaLTuherculosis

Association whose duties were to
attack the dread disease on a na'
tionwide scale, to study the disease,
BUY 2nd USE Christmas Seals t0 encourase scientific methods of
dealing with it, and to spread
.
knowledge as to its Cause, treatment, and prevention.
This is an opportunity, both for you and for the unknown man,
woman, or child whom you will be aiding. This is a version of the
golden rule, hound up in printer's ink and paper and mucilage. This
is the Christmas Iseal.

M. LuMcCune of the WAVES
was a campus visitor last week.
She's stationed in Washington and
has a secretarial position. Rudy
Masory was another Wooster
service-maback in the old haunts
as was Alice Ryba's brother. Lt.
Courtney from Columbus' is that
soldier you've been seeing with Pat
Marker. Henry Trapp, x'46, visited with sister Barbara of the
freshman class.
The Shack has been immortalized
in song. Yea, verily its dulcet mel
ody may be heard at the drop of
a hat or even without, as rendered by the Fuddy Duddy Quartet or the Saddest Sacks Choir of
fifty voices. Speaking of songwriters, we recommend to. you those
masters of parody, Barbara Eicher
and "juicy" Kemp.
JaJhe,gQingaway column, we
Dear Santa,
I don't want to ask'
The Impossible,
And make too great your task.
.

I'll be

doci-ble- .

I only want some stockings,
Real sheer
A hair brush, stiff and bristly,
Preferably clear.

A scarf all white

smooth

ana!

,a
.

Whatever you may bring will be
Acceptable
"It's always fair weather when good fellows- - get together
but the question is why don't we do it more often. The college, f Straight A's in Biology won't be
Regretable.
mean. With all our meetings and committees and club functions, we
still seldom get together as a college, as student body and faculty
A mink fur coat or a comb
'
.except in chapel and then the
atmosphere is Of honey
A smooth shiny roadster or a piece
slightly subdued.
Of jmoney.

..."

"hail-fellow-well-m-

carnival is an example of what we mean. It was
tn rly people nekinrl ir, and yP allJhrld
fun, but it is doubtful whether we really expected to beforehand.
And it was too easy for lots of die unenlightened to "stay home to
study" or "get a little, sleep", Those, however, who did wander over
stayed for a bang'up evening and perhaps they are beginning to realize
just how much fun the student body can have together. .

A swishy new gown or a deck
Of cards
A flask ot "Tabu ' or the bongs
Of the Bards.

Larger colleges have a disadvantage in that several thousand can
not amuse themselves on occasion with' any degree of unity. But we
arc a small college and it's possible for us to meet all together in an in'
formal fashion, so it seems a shame to limit ourselves to dorm mates
or the people with whom we are thrown ins classes and organizations.
We don't wish to wax sentimental or do any strenuous
but it is possible to feel for your college the same intense pride you
feel for your country er your family. And how are yd going to
attain such a feeling if you get to know some of its students and profs
as individual friends but never as Wooster people?

Music and dancing in a veil
Of stars.
Poetry and pictures, or bath salts
In jars.

ilc

1

1

1

on-enson-
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By this time, those unlucky num

bers who are going east have prac
ticed: sittine ud and: sleeping sim
ultaneously and have gotten it
down to a system. To them and to
all the rest joyeux noel . . . and
laying a finger aside of her nos- eshe wished . everyone lots of : nice
things for Christmas and a new
year full of happiness. "Amen!"
says Alfred.
.

Da Book Woim
With the

tintinabulation of
Yuletide bells practically blasting
the eardrums of da book woim, he
is found in abject despair. For he
is utterly stymied. He, too, can't
think of a thing to give his mother.
Suddenly- - the -- dawn - breakethDa
book woim realizes that he can
give books as gifts and please everybody.
Brave Men, Ernie Pyle's latest
and best book on the overseas G.I.,
is one book sure to please the moth
er whose son is in Italy or New
Guinea. For Brave Men is an honest account of a doughboy's life as
it is, not "as propagandists paint it.
The servicemen love Ernie, and the
"little man" reciprocates with his
dignified and understanding 'portrait of them.. A simple and human story that testifies to its author and its subject matter.
A collection of Robert.Frost
called Come In is available in a
beautiful
edition.
Da book woim advises that you ascertain the gif tee's, taste; Robert
Frost ad infinitum could be nauseating to some, paradise to others. For
the latter this book should prove a
welcome volume.
Your younger brother or sister,
or even the neighbor's infant terrible will squeal ""delightedly a t
sight of an animated book. On the
principle that moving objects attract arid hold attention, many of
the favored fairy tales now come
with this "something new". Raggedy Ann and Andy, The Wizard
of Oz, and The Gingerbread "Boy
heacl a list of these children's clasd

.

'

.

A flashy new 'copter with pilot .
Tomatch
With character, charm, no strings
,

Attached.
.-

-

sics.

Robert St. John's new book, It's
Always Tomorrow, hits the happy
A copy of "The Prophet" or
medium in. its combination of a
Cuddly toys
tender love story and authentic war
Lots of smelly stuff, beauty
reporting. The author of From the
And poise.
Land of the Silent People has
produced another moving, exciting
And yet, Dear Santa, it would
story of the war.
Be. better
Cirtoon addicts,-- their numbers
If you'd laugh and forget
growing
by. leaps and bounds,
This letter.
This is not a plug, honest, but we hear big talk of the
f
chuckle .happily as - they pounce
Christmas party on the fifteenth and that's a grand time to start And instead, brought Christmas to upon a; book entirely devoted to
that one zany subject. The Better
getting acquainted
not with the kids in the dorm, or the kids in the Every part, ,
Peace to the world and joy
Tay hrs (by Taylor), Marfan the
German,, dub, or even the new freshmen, but just the kids at the In each
heart.
Shower by Peter Arno. and Wil- CbllegfcLWoosterndjdoupgLpyofg- Love, , . ME liam Steig's Small Fry are high in
-

flag-wavin- g,

all-colle-

.

,

.
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in-fectuo- us

rt-sa1s-

n

-
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color-illustrate-

et"

YM'YW

Jhowling-SUCcessr-thaj-

1

n

Any sort (y)
A sweater pale blue and soft
Size forty.
'''...

Why Don't We?

Beer
:

"I

By Betty Stuckslager At this festive season of the year
Berlin, Germany when everyone is given -- over to
December 7, 1964 the heartiest good wishes, and every man among you hums a ChristHerr Heinrich Himmler
mas tune, or has a Christmas
Washington, D. C.
thought, we bring you a listj of
U.S.A.
merry, I - would say exceedingly
merry, parties from which to
Herr Himmler:
choose. Dear healfc alive, it's a won."
der we don't burst with all the
Heil Hitler!
merriment! Yo ho, my hoys! No
I have received your report on more- - worktonight! It's the YM-Yactivities for: November- 1964 in
Christmas party Friday eveAmerica and was, very much ning, and every last one of you
pleased. The situation is shaping up must come dressed as a toy, for it
about as I had expected.
is good to be children sometimes,
I was wondering, mein freund, and never better than at Christmas.
if you are thinking on this day of And there will be some crafty outwhat I am thinking. How different fits there, as, anyone is 'likely to
was our position on Pearl Harbor whisper to you behind the library
strikes
Day," 1944! Do you remember those postAndwhen the- clock
,
.
i . .i
eigne tnat same evening the rea-nut- s
hectic days, Himmler?
will be down at Whitakers.
The Allied armies were hammer'
all blithe times they have ever
of
ing at the Ziegfried Line and
threatening the very gates of our had, having the blithest.
It was cold,. bleak, bitingtj weath- cities. Russia was soon to begin her
foggy withal: and into Douglas
er:
winter offensive from Warsaw and
we were soon to know that we came the Navy, one after another;
shyly, some boldly, some
were licked
on the battlefield. some
gracefully,
some awkwardly, some
that is. But we Nazis kept right on
pushing, some pulling; in they all
working, even after we were forced
evervhow. for
underground. Fools! Thevlhought cameanyhow-an- d
was Saturday night at eight, and
it
the Nazis and their philosophy died
the Douglas girls, a handsome lot,
with the war.
were giving them a Christmas par- When will the decadent nations
U1V
UJ 41 i
learn fundamental truths? War is Hoover, there
never was such fes
justifiable, noble, and unceasing. tivity, and with the college
fellows
Peace is war with a cessation of invited in. they never reveled
in
killing.
such laughter or enjoyed such
It was in this era of peace after
good spirits. When 'the"
World War, II that we waged
clock struck 11:30 these domestic
and won our greatest battles. We balls broke up. Halloo! A great
realized that during a war people deal of bustle! It looks as if a dinare on their toes and wary of dan- ner were on the bill. It is! It's die
ger; in peace they are lulled into a Pembroke formal banquet Saturfalse security and offer easy con- day evening at 6. with the Enelish
department as guests, and it's a
quests.
Remember how we did it. Himm mercy the holly sprigs and berries
ler? It really wasn't difficult. We don't crackle and burst with all the
made a science of propagandizing; jollity.
aaIIaJ
Rllf CfAn flA
we made our words and ouf actions
suit any society. Our idea wasn't people- all to church and chapel;
new; it was as old as mankind. and away thev came, flocking
Machiavelli was the first to state through the streets in their ' best
it as a philosophy of government; clothes and with their gayest faces.
we Nazis employed the philosophy They were all of a purpose, and
and carried it to success. We made that to hear the choir, sing The
a study and an analysis of each Messiah on Sunday afternoon,- for;
country; we developed a type of when that group performs they
geopolitics that examined peoples know what they are about.
The people were on their wav to
and their assets with a view of how
friendly
gatherings, now and then
to conquer them in warThe measexchanging
a facetious snowba- llure of our success we are just now
laughing
heartily
if it went right
tasting . . . and it is most sweet.
and not less '.heartily if it went
The future of nazism looked
Many were out to regale
black after World War II. But we wrong.
the community with Christmas car
never ceased working, and slowly
ols, a more cheerful way of greet
but surely we undermined the peace
the season I couldn t imagine.
and all principles of international ing
Some were going to, the German
M
cooperation set up in the DumbarmuD parry on Monaay evening,
ton Oaks agreement,
v
and they were willing to match
We did a good job in America. anvone outright in an rmnr'ft fun
Kemember how we worked on the And wait, what's this I hear? " , . .
prisoners of war? We published a Then up rose Mrs. Cratchit,
newspaper full of Mf - truths, Cratchit's wife
It's Dr. Lean
building up suspicion and distrust giving The Christmas Carol "And
in the hearts of the men for then-- so, as Tiny Tim observed, God
homeland.
bless us, every one!
We kept at it after the war. We
played up the "negro problem"
rrom both sides, scaring the whites
with threats of a revolution and the
By Pembroke
negroes with suppression. We fos
tered, as always, fear of the Jews There's So Much In Life We Miss
and of the Reds. In general, we
smeared all liberal reform move- There's so much in life we miss,
So much we fail to see:
ments by calling them "red".
Rain's
welcome kiss to a dusty
On ' the other hand, we sowed
'
flower,
seeds of distrust and discontent beA diamond web on a leafy bower,
tween business and labor. And we Lace-lik- e
buds on a moonlit tree.
had a lot of fun talking about "Big tj:U1
f.-- anu
suuaior we onen see,
l nui
m.

note Betsy Spencer, Helen Heit
man, and Beth Fornbaugh who
went to Can,ton. Marie Allen and
Mary Ann Brown attended a Rural
Life conference at Bluffton Col
lege while, J 6 Davis and Martha
can Stoll, successors to last year's
Gospel Team, traveled to Marys
ville. Cleveland attracted swarms
of Wooster Christmas shoppers, all
of whom returned 'considerably
beat and dented by myriads of el
bows. From Westminster, ' Betty
Lou Fuller and Floy Kurtz visited
in Canal Fulton.
More guests in the house include
Ann Bohner from Cleveland who
was Jean EberJing's guest, Dor
othy Jane Rupright who visited
Arlene Malace, and Eleanor
Smith who shared Wooster s hospitality with Norma Bircher,
Among the freshmen, we learn that
Mrs. James Wagg from Pt. Pleas
ant, N. J. visited with sister Phyllis
.
T"1
. T
""I !
uoneiy ana mac iiema jean
parents from Topeka,
Kan. stopped by for a short "hello".
Sight 'of "the" Week7 JohnChid-este- r
all 6 ft. 7 in. of him, prostrate in the snow. Pride goeth before a fall, to be perfectly trite.
And there ought to be plenty of
them as the snow hardens to a nice
glaze. The Navy are polishing up
their pitching arms for some innocent sport with our beautous coeds the targets. Nothing like a
healthy little pogrom between class--

Apperntments

by Betty Lou Dickens
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(Continued pn Page 6)

but seldom these.
There's so much in life we miss,

4

the ranks of best sellers. For the So much we fail to hear:
person with the analytical mind A thrush's song at break of day,

Cartoon Cavalcade offers examples Rushing cascades, as they leap and
Play,

and commentary on cartoon humor
from-thfr-early-da-

ys

tathe-presen-

tr

Thudding-andxrashingt)f"fighti-

For the new bride, or maybe a
prospective one, Toll House Tried
and True Recipes by Ruth Wake- held might solve the gift problem.
If the recipes are as good as their
namesake the book is well worth
getting.
Oscar Wilde's old favorite. nnM
enjoying revived interest, is Dorian
Uray, a rather horrible and definite'
ly fascinating story. Not recommended for infant consumption.
The Brothers Karamazov bv Fvo- dor Dostoyevsky makes entertain
ing and profound reading tor almost anyone. Both of these classics
come in the Modern Library series.
which, ought . to perk up y o u r
pocketbook considerably.
His brainstorm having come to
an abrupt end. da book woim re
treats sheepishly to his homtf in die
wood, confident that at. last he has
made a name for himself. .

ng

deer.
Horn and whistle we often hear,'
but seldom these.
-- --

There's so much in life we miss,
So much we fail to learn:
Of the ready help of a trusty
L
friend,..
....
Of' the love of parents who to us do
V
bend, '
Of the blessings of God that we
never earn.
Sin and shame we often learn,
but seldom these. '
'

.

t
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The MISTER Shoe Store

The COLLIER PRINTING Co.
Bever and North Streets'

t

-

-

--

Vtzt Thxte

(

Feature This .Week
A NEW BLACK

Phone 400

.

.

,

.

SANDAL

EASY-GOE- S

Also, Unrationed Sandals in Black Patent Leather
and Black and Brown Jabardine
White Wedge Sandals which may be
worn as evening slippers
For Christmas Gifts
.
.
.
A new shipment of sheer non-ruhose and a
variety of bright plaid shoe laces

-

Printed and Eng raved Stationery
We service all makes of typewriters

n

Christmas Gifts

Christmas Cards

Home Made Chocolates

Leather Folders

In'
Frames

Beautiful Mirrow Chests
Corsage Boxes

Ribbons

Boxes

'

Assorted

Fancy Tray Boxes

Your Nut and
Candy Shoppe

SIIYDED
STUDIO
Phone 16

& Liberty at Bever

Flowered Note Paper, Trays,
A Lovely Line of Perfume, Christmas Wrappings

Say "Merry Christmas" io the Boys With Bonds.

THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

from
The Friendly People
CENTRAL OHIO LIGHT and

POWER COMPANY

A

WINTER WHITE GLOVES
ll-i:

--

Star-brig-

1.95

After a Long Day of

Christmas Shopping

on anyone's gift list is beautiful gloves.

ht

You can be sure she'll love our white marvelour gloves

by Kayser. Washable,

hand-sew- n

and made by

crafts-me- n

Relax with a Good Meal at

famous for fine gloves.

WOOSTER FARM DAIRIES
Located on Cleveland Road

BAG NEWS
Drawstring, Box, Pouch or Envelope in Broadcloth
Faille
Morroco . . Capeskin vjk Goatskin.
Black Bags and Brown Bags, small or with a world

...

...

MERRY CHRISTMAS

oj room.

EVENING BAGS
5.00

from

Satin or Bengaline with jet, or sequin trim.
Draw - string styles. Others . . . 4.00

V

y

-

'

61

pin, ear rings, or

"

,

.

--

:

-

--

v

m$,m
tyv ir

.-

-

-

LANDES, KARR and LANDES
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

a lovely

ring. See our collection of
-

-

220 E. Liberty St.

LAPEL PINS

'
m

is

Christmas beauties.

J

fl

9

22.95

Wmh approach to Christmas giving

lOtP
vfi--

TO

JEWELRY IS THE MAGIC GIFT

r

"

5.00
.:

Phone 322
- t

1.00 to 15.95

EAR RINGS

--

l.0OiQj6.95

LJ

R

IN

G S

1.00 to 5.95

Merry Christmas and
f

.

Happy New Year '

WARM WOOL ANKLETS
White, Navy, Pastels and bright colors.
enough to wear with her nicest sweaters and
fully warm. All sizes.
V

Pretty
wonder-- '

WOOSTER HARDWARE

BRUSHED RAYON ANKLETS
3 9
-

c.

y

COMPANY

MERCERIZED COTTON
'

3

9c

'

'

PHONE 54

.

T

WOOSTER, OHIO

it.
Ptrt

THB WQOSTBR VOICB

Four

Reliable

-

from?

DRY CLEANING'

Pete Woods

Save Tim and Telephone Lines, Read the Schedule

Merry Christmas

'

Merry Christmas and
A Happy New Year to All

BILL SHACK

ELLIOTTS

DUPLICATED
White Lenses....S'2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Leroes..j(2.50 to 3.00

of

W. T. WATSON
R

Gray and Son

Optometrist
Phone 51
Liberty St

FT

G I

S
For Him

Merry Christmas and

IIAIIBUBGER IIIII

WOOSTER
THEATRE
THURSDAY

To All

m

SUNDAY - MONDAY
i

COUNTER
SHOP - WISE

I

-

II

117

Jack Oakie
Susan Foster

'

TUES. WED. THURS.
there
till
only
days
eight
shopping
are
Christmas. If you're chewing your
nails about gifts, avoid chipped pol'
ish and hie yourself to Freedlanders
for a look at their gift selections
for everyone on your list. In the
third floor gift department off the
top shop you'll find a gay assortment of package wrapping sup'
.
plies, from 10c to 2 J.c
If you're the
type,
you'll love the holly paper or if you
like yours more modern, the sugar-pludolls. A pack of holiday stickSantas, toy soldiers, "etc. are
ers
yours for 10c too. Cookie jars are
always an inspiration and Freedlanders have some from $1.50 to
$2.00; there's an appealing fat Friar
Tuck, Dutch Katrinka, or a glazed
peasant pottery one with painted
flowers. A set of Portuguese highball glasses and pitcher sells for a
paltry $2 and they come in assorted
lovely shades of amber, blue, rose,
and violet. There are six glasses in
the set.
For your entertaining
friends, what nicer than a box- of
8 glass place" cards with
d
flowers and able to be used
over and over
yours for $1. If
you have a sub-deon your list,
she'll enjoy- - the perky Hobby or
Chatter note papers at 59c with
clever sketches and witticisms on
the borders. Comes in ice cream colors. Photo fiends would welcome
the handy snapshot album, pocket
size, and with a tweedy red or blue
cover to accommodate their picture
gallery.- And it costs 69c. A maple
salad bowl with fork and spoon is
a gift for the house which is a wonder for $2.25. And if your person
likes collecting clippings, pictures,,
poems and such et cetera, what
abouta handsome blue leather
scrapbook at $2? Then for your
patriotic friends who are being
smart and buying bonds, there's a
leather, bound wallet for $1 which
comes in blue or saddle tan, an ideal
gift with a . reminder. Which reminds us
that's the best present
we can think of
"the present
with a future". Buy War Bonds
and Stamps this Christmas.
Jeanne Washabaugh
someone said, so take heed

MUSIC

RECORDS
INSTRUMENTS

-

11.-0-

2.-0-1

L

F R

"

$1.00
.

CITY TAXI

George Lahm

812

Jeweler
221 E. Liberty St.

"Better Barbers"

$2.50

Southeast Corner Public Square

L

$1.95

and

$2.95

A Merry

All Gifts Boxed Free!

.

Christmas and

A Happy New Year

lOLLIFF'S AUTO SUPPLY

BEAUTIFUL GIFTS

FOR HOME COOKING

GIFT SHOP

Eat at BATDORF'S

Novelty gift list includes Glassware,
Stationery, Cookie Jars, Framed Mottoes,
Book Ends, What-No- t
Ornaments, Shoe
Boxes, Pottery, Salad Bowls, Desk Sets,
Boudoir Lamps, Framed Pictures, and
large stocks of carefully selected Greeting Cards.

The Wooster Floral Store
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Phone 305 South Side Public Square, Wooster

TOYS

SWEATERS

Public Square

BOS

With Few Toys Available

This Will be a BOOK Christmas

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE

.

.

Colorlul Ties, Toast-warMutilers,
Handsome BilUolds, Smart Shuts
m

Select Them at

HICK AMSTER'S

-

DOLLS

The Personal Gift for HER can be easily
selected on main floor of Dry Goods Store.
Choose from Cosmetics, Jewelry, Hand Bags,
Gloves, Hosiery, Neckwear, Umbrellas, and
Novelty Gifts. Here you will also find practical gifts for homemakers. Blankets, Bed
s
Spreads, Comforts, Towels, Linens, and
stock of FABRICS of all kinds.
gen-erou-

'

' BOOKS to make children happy
can be found at

.

STORY BOOKS

Women's Accessories

10.95

BEULAH BECHTEL

FOR JOHN FROM MARY

-

GAMES

All Wool - Lovely Shades

.

63

OCKS

Van Heusen Shirts

b

-

'

9

DICK MORRISON

t

THE STORE OF A THOUSAND

4.95 to

.

'

l.-O- O

...

A PERFECT GIFT ITEM

"

"

3.-0-0

There's a MANN'S LAUNDRY Agent in
Every Dorm
Quick Service

m

P.M.

WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
"and A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Wembley Ties

Brenner Bros.

ed

hand-painte-

'

.5"-

10:00
12:30 .
4:45
8:30
2:33
12:15
6:30
9:00
1:43
3:30
6:30
11:13
12:35
4:00
5:35
8:45
-9KX
7:41
C:25
1:05
9:45 11:30
6:13
4:15
5:25 11:00
1:00
2:45
4:20
9:35 12:15
7:35
1:15
3:00 6:30 7:30 9:00 10:45
7:30
5:15
6:00 9:45 10:45 12:15
2:00
4:30 6:15
8:30 10:45
3:30
6:15 10:00 12:30
2:15
8:45
4:45
6:30
5:15
3:45
7:45 11:30
2:00
8:00 10:13
6:15
11:15
8:00
6:00
9:45
2:30
7:15
4:30
7:30
11:15
12:45
9:30
4:00
8:45
6:00
6:20 8:05
12:30 2:00 2:15 4:45 6:30 10:02 10:20
7:50 9:18 12:20 1:50 3:14 3:45 6:05 7:50
11:30
12:30 12:30 4:37 8 KM 10:00 11:22 4:10 4:45 4:57 6:00
2:00 2:10 6:07 9:30 11:20 12:35 5:40 6:05 6:10 7:20
6:37
12:35
9:35
6:40
' 1:44
11:00
7j44
7:52
7:00
12:49
11:00
5:00
12:23
8:03

IDEA

"Naughty Marietta"

for-paper-

old-fashion-

'

FOR CHRISTMAS FROM

1

-

-

7:19
9:25
10:30

6:13

Southeast Corner Square

"A word to the wise is sufficient"

"

Metcalf Scarfs

"Bowery to Broadway"

THE HOFFMAN CO.

M- -

BUY HER SOMETHING LOVELY

,

i

'

in

Successors to

2:27

A

45c to 75c

"The Ghost Catchers"
"Jungle Woman"

CLEANERS

LIBERTY Restaurant

1:23-- -

Arrive Woocter

Interwoven Socks

Olson and Johnson in

'S

Leave Manefield

d

FRIDAY. SATURDAY

Each Week
MERRY CHRISTMAS
EVERYONE

O'clock-Bon-

"TiirWe Meet Again"

Girls' Clubs on Campus
BUY WAR STAMPS

Gold Star Store

3:50

'

FOR CHRISTMAS

8

Premier

Cooperate with Your

1:15

Lmv Cleveland 12:15
2:15
Arrive Wooeter
Leave Wooeter
12:30
Arrive ColuraLue
3:30
Leave Columbw 12:30
Arrive Wooeter
3:30
Leave Wooeter
1:15
2:23
Arrive Akron
Leave Akron
12:30
Arrive Wooeter
2:00
Leave Wooeter
2:45
Arrive Canton
3:49
Leave Canton
12:02
1:12
Arrivt Wootter
Leave Wooeter
1:12
Arrive Manefield
2:17

To The Man

Happy New Year

A

Attivt Cleveland

At Our Place

Compliments

Frame repaired while you wait

153

Leave Wooeter

E. Liberty St.

320

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1944
Deduct One Hour for Ohio Time
Eastern War Time
'

HAMBURGER

in Your Voice

GREYHOUND BUS TIME TABLE

After the $how Try a

At
BROKEN LENSES

Thursday, December 14, 1944

Lingerine, Ready-to-Wea- r
Intimate gifts for HER will be found Qn
third floor Negligees, Robes, Slips, Undies,.
Blouses, Sweaters, ' Fur Coats, Cloth Coats,
Dresses, And Millinery.

Men's Accessories
and Novelty Gifts
MAIN FLOOR

d landers

-"
9?00
11:13
10:13
12;13
9:15
12:13
10K

1:00
10:30
12:20
10M5

12:15
11:03
12:25
7:40
9H

7:23
8:50
8:55
10:02
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Women's

REPORTS OfJ SPORTS
'"
.

oll
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feated for the first time in 28 years.

This without a doubt made Army
one of the twotop ranking teams
in the nationwthe other being Ohio
State.
,
.

The Navy team .was good, migh'
good, even

in: defeat. Up. until
the last quarter the Army team had

use all their reserve strength to
gain a yard through the line.' Many
of the experts declare, even now,
that if Don Whitmire, All Amer
ican tackle for Navy, had been able
to remain in. the., game, it might
have been different. This is a pret'
ty; strong statement to make about
any
.Whitmire is good. He'll
be named in every All American
-t- eanv picked in the- - country, hut. it
is doubtful ' if any one man could
have stopped ' that Army jugger
to.

,

.

,

'-m-

an.

.

.

naut.
This is a question that will never r be answered, interesting as it
might have ben. There was one
name that was on. everyone's lips
after that game however. Whether-- they, were for Army or not,
every person that saw or heard
that game couldn't help but give
little Hal Hamburg of Navy plenty of creHit.
150, pound tailback
played one of the best games he has
ever played in his years at Ann'
i apolis.He was 150 pounds of dyna
mite, running around, through and
over. the; heavy Army line. One of
his favorite tricks was to have the
whble.team shift to the right, ,and
then: skirt, left end all by. himself.
Another was to just bull his way
through the center, of the line for
good substantial gains. '
This-littl-

millet tcsf
By

After one of the most hectic sea
sons in football, history, the 1944
- gridiron begins ; to-rupr for an
other year. A week ago the migh'
ty Army team from West Point
rolled .'over Navy to the tune of
23'7: to end their, season unde'

ty

e

--

--

the tutelage of Mose Hole, Woos'
ter is again turning out players.
At ' this ; pointy the outstanding
players out for the team include
three freshmen- and two trainees.
Harry Scheifele, ; Stu Ronald, and
Jim Schneider are. showing every
one they know what to do with a
basketball when they get their
hands on. it.. They are fitting, into
the Mose Hole system of play much
quicker and easier than was expected. Of the trainees that show
promise are Drury and Gearhart.
These five have worked together
since practice started and are show
ing more promise as time goes on.
Maybe it's the weather, but once
again .this year, people are begin'
ning to form opinions. It has been
stated again that Wooster is fool'
ish to try to put out another team
on the hill. All anyone can say to
that is, "I heard that one last year."
Scots Tough Last Season ,
Last year, there were many
notes heard about the pos'
sibilities of a Scot basketball team,
but we had one and it was one to
be proud of. These people forgot
one thing Mose Hole. Admitted,
Mose is having the hardest time he
has ever had, but he's still going
ahead with: the whole school be
hind him. It will be: a tough grind,
but win or lose,: it will be basketball,
and you can depend on .the team
and Mose to give you their best.
Without saying anything further
we here predict a successful season
for the Wooster Scots, so once
again next springy we can say "I
told you; so," to these, doubting
Thomases.
....
Case took. another: beating; last
week, this , time at the hands of
Carnegie Tech to the. tune of
Akron Zippers, , who return
to the Wooster schedule after many
years layoff, turned on terrific scor,
ing, power to down the Lbckbburne
Flyers
In two games last week that involve four of the teams that the
Scots will face,. Ohio Wesleyair
dumped Oberlin
and Baldwin-Wallace
took Denison in a

-

-

!

.

g

dis-sentin-

!

.

!

"

52-4-

0.

72-4-

3.

,

Hamburg is Whole Team
In the .73 yard touchdown march
that; Navy pulled off, it was Ham'
burg nearly two out of three times
,

that ball. Maybe it's just
because - everyone loves to see the
little-gubeat up the big one, but
the fans were wild whenever, he
got his hands on the pigskin. .
'
In all the sadness of defeat at
the hand&of their. arch rivals, Ann'
- apolis had one bright spot; that was
Hamburg. It couldn't have been a
more fitting end to the little play-er'- s
career than to: have had Navy
beat Army. That, didn't happen,
but still Hurryin' Hal went out
with everything' he came in with
four years ago; and the crowd still
solidly behind him.
carrying--

Ohio Stale Places

By STAN MORSB
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49-3-

thriller

55-5-
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These two games give the Wooster fans an idea. of what the Scots
will be facing as the season progresses. Last year Denison was the
state champions; and this year it is
beginning to look as if the.. Yellow
will
Jackets from Baldwin-Wallac- e
make a serious bid for top honors.
.

--

were too
to know what
was going on.. The two top teams
in the nation, offensively and dc
'
fensively, met on a field that could
have been in much better shape, and
the best one came out on top. That
team is Army, and in the words of
Navy Coach Commander Oscar
Hagberg, it was "the greatest Army
team : I have ever seen". It was
tlean, hard'fought football, and
truly the nation was waiting to hear
the ' result. The explosive power
that has paid off all season .for
Army paid off again, this time giv
ing them claim to national honors.
pie-eye- d'

!

Here's a suggestion h ea 1 4
that isn't so far fetched. That is to
have Army and Ohio State play
for a War Bond Sale. This would
truly be the game of all games,
and the 6th War Loan would never, have to worry about making its
quota. This is also impossible now,
but it wouldn't be if State were
BigfTen
not held to that d
Conference ruling, barring post
season games. It would 'bring to-- ,
gether the two top teams in the
world, and there would be many
bookies that would hesitate to lay
.,
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Included in the Big Four's
Christmas Party "this Friday night
is a recital given by the Modern
Dance Club of the W.A.A. Some
very seasonal dances will be presented: Processional, Chimes, and
Christmas Shopping on a Slippery
Day. With Miss Lowrie as spon'
sor and Wilma Conover as manager, this program is sure to be
an artistic exhibition that every
Woosterite will want to see.
:

.

.

Next semester Miss Lowrie is
offering a Red Cross Instructor's
Lite having Course for girls Of
fairly good swimming ability who
are interested. It will meet once
a week on Wednesdays from 7 to
9 and one hour's credit will be
given for the course.
.

Lower Babcock was a scene of
merriment on Friday., night, Dec.
1, when the W. A.A. held its annual Red Cross Benefit Bridge.
Twelve hands were played by all
and prizes were awarded to the
winners.- Mrs. Whitney- - Stone
burner won first prize, a gift certificate donated by Annats, while
Mrs. Francis . Whitaker came in
second, winning a: lovely box of
soap from Freedlanders. The booby
prize of several handkerchiefs from
Beulah Bechtel went to Betty Guin-thewho in twelve hands of bridge
attained the high score of O. The
door prize, a luscious chocolate
cake from the Union, was .won by
Peggy Tremier. As the scores were
being tabulated, cake, ice cream,
coffee and nuts were served. All
proceeds will be turned over to the
Red Cross.
-

r,

The W.A.A. Board is having its
annual Christmas party this Thursday at Miss Lowrie's home. It is
rumored that a spaghetti dinner is
in order and Christmas presents
will be exchanged in the course of
the evening.
.

The result of Saturday's Fresh- man-Upper-classm-

an

2-- 2.

Upper-classman-

's

free-style- r,

,

Presented here are the complete
r
BASKETBALL
swimming and basketball schedules
JAnuary
up to the present time. It is : pos6 Geneva, there
sible that more will be added to
Mun-son
8 Oberlin, here
either or both of them.. Coach
is contacting Muskingum Col10 Ohio Wesleyan, there- lege in order to get two swimming
16 Muskingum, here
meets with them while Mose Hole
20 Geneva, here ;
is working on one or two more
23 Otterbein, herebasketball games.
.

--

.

--

Denison, there
Ohio Wesleyan, here
Oberlin, there..

10
1

3

17

:

,

20-r-Otterbe-

22

.

.

there

7

24
.28

Baldwin-Wallac-

in,

e,

e,

here- -

there
Muskingum, there
Kent, here ,
Akronj there
-

r

is

The pivot position is manned by
a Bill Watts of Michigan. Showing himself every bit an All Amer
ican all season, especially ; against
Ohio State, Watts is a tough one
to have around.
.

,.

By Ben McDonald
Presenting now the last issue of
the Voice for the year, it seems
that this is a good time to give a
brief resume of the doines in the
world of sports on the Wooster
Uampus since a year ago, and what
is coming up in the near future.
Last vear the Wooster Scots
had one of the fightingest and

scrappiest basketball sauads thev
have had here. Winning nine and
losing tour, the bcots came in
third in the Ohio Conference, af.
ter battling all the way, and not
being expected to be able to pull
through with a single win. Losing
only to danisms, Rochester, Denison and Otterbein, the Scots
soundly trounced all their other
opponents. These included Case.
Asmand, Utterbein,
Hayes,
Geneva, Ohio Northern and Muskingum. For the season. Wooster
rolled up 564 points to their op
ponents' 291.
This team was made un entire'
ly of civilians, and "they made a
place tor themselves m Wooster s
rt

r-o-

wartime snortsi PlavincO- - against
o
t
i
teams of much more experience,
and many of them reinforced with
2
iMavy
cadets, the Scot Iron
Men roared over, around and
through their opponents, near the
end or the season being hailed as
the dark horse of the Conference
and never being taken lightly by
any team. :
The Black and Gold basketball
team is really one that believes in
a strong offensive. This can be seen
by some of the scores they rolled
up last season. Included in this are
games where they poured through
67 points, 72 points. 64 points. 69
points, 76 points, and many others
like that. Yes, it is almost consid
ered a slow game if the Scots don't
connect for at least 50 tallies in
any one contest. ..
Never to be outdone however.
the defense is perhaps the best in
the country. It is one of the tough
est ones there is to learn, but once
it is mastered, it is impregnable.
This defense is solely of Mose
Hble origin, .and is a beautiful
thing to see in action.
After looking over last year's results we come to the unanimous
decision that the most exciting and
outstanding game of the season
was. the contest against Denison.
The Red Raiders invaded Wooster
on a mighty high horse, bringing
with them a team that had averaged
close to 80 points a game. They
won, 44-3hut one of the toughest games ever: witnessed on the
home floor. The Scots led most of
the way, which in itself was a big
upset, and surely earned a moral
victory. It was a game that Wooster
V-1-

.

--

.

8,

in forgetting,
and one that will always be remenv
bcred as real basketball, the type
seldom seen anywhere.
Turning now to the football
season, we see the Wooster Scots
again coming through. They started
out slow, losing three straight to
Case, Wabash, and Western Michigan, not being able to push across
a single point.
The team was made up entirely of Trainees, and it was up to
the genius of coaches Swigart and
Munson to attempt to mold a
team out of as much material as
was available. Results showed in
the last two eames of the season
when Wooster tied Baldwin-Wa- l
lace and whipped Oberlin. .
The Scots had onlv a five crame
schedule this year, but it was one
of the toughest schedules that they
have faced in manv vears. Next
year the college also is facing a
tough . schedule, as it is already
tentatively arranged.
Last week, Director L. C. Boles
and Coach Carl B. Munson jour'
neyed to Columbus to attend the
meeting of the Ohio Conference
officials. While there he secured
games with Case, Wabash, Denison. Akron. Ohio Weslevan. Mus
kingum, Baldwin - Wallace, and
Western Michigan. That is a mighty tough schedule for anv football
team to undertake, but a the Scots
are going to do. it if it is at all
will be a long time

"
possible.
;
The College is going all out this
spring, presenting a complete sports
schedule. While at t h e meeting
Boles and Munson made contacts
for baseball season, track season,
and tennis. Thus for the first time
"

in more than a year, Wooster has
a complete schedule for sports this
spring. The Navy boys don't show
much prospect for the sports, but
the civilians may hold some hidden
caienc.

Several of the freshmen on the
campus show definite tendencies
toward tossing a baseball around,
and a good number of them have
had much high school track experience. It is hoped that more freshmen will enter the college next
semester to bolster our already
large freshman class, and next
September manv returned veterans are expectea on the campus.
There it is, in the past year, 1944,
the College on the Hill didn't have
all the sports it should have had,
but what it did, it carried off with
high honors. If the 1945 crop can
do as well, and it will you. can
depend on it, no one will have one
word to say against the whole
thing. Sports are back at Wooster
after, too long an absence, and here
they will stay.

Record Album Sets
"Gifts That Keep On Giving"
PIANO FAVORITES
COUNT
BASIE
EDDIE
DUCHIN
Doubling on the

Ivories

2
2
2

RHUMBA WITH
CUGAT '
TOMMY
DORSET

BUNNTl
BERIGAN

ONE TOUCH OP
VENUS

.63

CARMEN

.50

POPULAR SINGERS
JOHNNY
MERCER

2
2
2

LAMOUR

.50

CROSBY

HOUR OP CHARM
CHORUS

.63

USED

.RECORDS
All Popular
.Favorites- -

25c

LIGHT CONCERT
.68

'

Blonde or Brunette
Waltzes

BING

SLIGHTLY

k.50

3

DOROTHY

.63

WARING

NELSON
EDDY

4
6

TONES

Christmas Albums
FRED

Musical Show Hils

.63

DANCE TIME

-- Finishingp-in-a45lase-flgloryr

Left Endi........CWalker (Yale)
Left Tackle .... Whitmire (Navy)
Left Guard
Serpico (Illinois)
Center'
. Watts (Michigan)
Right Guard :
Hackett (O. S.)
Right Tackle....Ferraro (S. Calif.)
Right End r..; Dugger (Ohio State)
Quarterback
Horvath (O. S.)
Left Halfback .... Young, (Illinois)
Rt. H.B. ....Diminecheff (Purdue)
Fullback ........ Blanchard-(Army- )

February
Baldwin-Wallac-

State-Illino-

.

-

2

-

There it is, the Voice 1944 All
American football team. Put all to
gether, these eleven men would pre-- ,
sent as formidable a team as ever
has been seen. In. the lineup here
they are:

:

1

probably not coincide with other All American teams put out this
year, but here it is.
Without a doubt, and many
probably already knew it, Les Hor-vat- h
is the number one man on the
team. This 160 pound tailback was
the spark plug of the terrific Ohio
btate team, leading his team to a
undefeated and untied season for
the first time in 24 years.
State also placed two other men
on the team, end Jack Dugger,
and guard Bill Hackett. This was
the most, three men, to make a
berth on the team from the same
school. Jack Dugger played a
whale- of a lot of end for State
this year, , being a mountain on
defense and having fingers like
glue. Bill Hackett's ability can be
rated up in one fact, he was elect
ed Captain of the State team this
year by his teammates. That alone
proves his prowess.
The University of Illinois came
through also, putting two men from
their school on the team. Claude
Buddy" Young made the team
hands down, being the fastest and
most colorful player in college
football this year. Buddy, who
holds the world's record in the 100
yard dash, was one who made every
member of the opposing teams
keep on their toes. During the season, he reeled off runs bf 95 yards,
93 yards, 74 yards, and 66 yards.
Once in the open he fust couldn't
be stopped.
The other member from Illinois
is guard Al Serpico. Here is a lineman after any coaches heart, and
if the Army doesn't take him he
will be anassct at Illinois for two
more years. His play was particularly noticeable in the Ohio
fray, where time and time
again he was the tower of strength
on defense.
To round out the backfield we
have Boris Diminecheff of Purdue,
and Felix "Doc" Blanchard of
Army. Diminecheff w, a 8 known
throughout the country as the
Bouncing Bulgarian, claimed by
many to be the hardest man in
football to stop once he got started.
"Doc" Blanchard had to fight
hard to beat out Glenn Davis for
a berth on the team, but the
Army-Nav- y
game clinched him.
The w a y he bulled his way
through that tough Navy line was
enough alone to place him on any
one's All American. This 215
pound plebe was who the Army
coach would always turn to when
he needed sheer power, and he
always got it. For tackle position, Navy's Don
WJhitmire takes all honors. A huge
boy, weighing in at around 225,
Whitmire has been the backbone of
the roughest and toughest line in
college football. The other tackle is
held ably by a gent called Ferraro,
who hails from Southern California.

the other end will be Walker, from
Yale's undefeated eleven. Walker,
playing a superb game every minute of every game, has been picked
by many to be the great Larry KcV
ly's successor.

Tentative Winter Sports Schedule

odds either way.
;
Here are the schedules to date:
Well it's funny the talk you
SWIMMING
hear, and it's surprising how some
January
of it sets you to thinking.
13 Bowling Green State, here
27 Bowling Green State, there
difTurning now to an entirely
February'" "' '
ferent subject we see that basketball
3
Oberlin, here
is rapidly climbing "into its own.
17 Oberlin, there
The Scots are really turning on the
power in their practices. Working
Two meets with Baldwin-Wal- the
in
night
under last, dates as yet undecided.
gym every
out

an

9

.

no-goo-

AU-Americ-

n.

-

.

Three Men on Voice
Team

:

hockey game
was a tie
The game started
with a slight coat of snow on the
ground, but the snow was absorbed in the players' shoes before
the game had ended. The freshman team included: A. Syrios, P.
Pcnn, B. Allen, J. Stroh, J. King,
I. Hartman, R. Backus, M. A.
Paul, B. Lawrence, E. Crawford,
and R. Palumbo, while A. Ferguday in preparing for. their opening son, H. Yee, D. Campbell, A.
meet against Bowling Green here, Rodgers, J. Bloom, D. Aten, and
a week after the holiday vacation. J. Doll comprised the
The swimmers are showing imteam.
provement as time passes, some of
The Bowling Club is well under
them being Bob Wagner,
with seven teams entered in
way
Paul Ohmura, freestyler, and
'
the
competition so far. The teams
Gordon "King Kong" Marwick,
arc: M. Siebert, F. Kfejci, J. Gar-- ;
diver.
People may laugh, they may, say ver, B. Stewart; M. Paul, J. Mcln-- .
the whole school is screwy for not tosh, F. Mason,' D. Dayton; B. Noe,
disbanding sports altogether for the M. McBride, R; McCalL M. Mcduration, but then, we're Scots and Kay; J. Harris, J. Jensen, M. Jack'
must get our. money's worth. We son, M. Snyder; R. Palumbo, L.
are going whole hog this year, pre- Davis, J.' Ferguson; J. Hodgson;
senting a complete sports program, R. Kesel, J. McConnell, M. Mulac,
nobody can say that Wooster does A. Hutson; and.C. Cramer, G.:
Toops, MrjrBuccala
not have anything.
,

Past Year Successful For Scots;
Face Tough Schedules in 1945

the Voice
This vear
is ocoiner
,
a out
BADMINTON Nov,
7 on a limb and doing something that
has never been done before. Here
Monday H Wednesday 7 : 30-for- - the first time in the - Wooster
BOWLING Nov.
17
Voice, and one of the first ones in
-- Saturday 1:30-3:3- 0
the nation, is the All American
football team for 1944;
DANCING Oct. 2
This is entirely original, and
Monday, Tuesday 6? Thursday,
will

.

Still another sport that is holding its own around here is swimr
ming. There are only four schools
in Ohio that have swimming
teams this year, and the Scots
have home and home meets :with
all ' of them. They are - Bowling
.. Greatest Army Team Ever I. Green, Baldwin Wallace,. an d
Of the 67,000 odd that saw the Oberlin.
game, 40,000 saw some real foot'
The: Wooster tankers are going
ball. From reports, the other 27,000 through gruelling practices every

'MARGE-WILME-

Pajre Five'

5 for $1.10.

a
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Thursday, December 14, 1944

omen's Debate Team Competes in Kent Tournament

A-
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Tpeciakf
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BUNTE MH CHOICE"
.

'
IV

Choice assortment of fine
pecons, almonds,
nougats', caramels, ond
other tosty centers.

3.00

w

H

i

WAYKE KAKHATTAN

CHOCOLATES.

attortmtntof

Delicious
rich,
tempting chocolates that include
clusters, fellies, mollosses cMps.
1 LB. UO
t LBS. 438
Lb..

T

H

LADY

CHOCOLATES

chocc-la-tes

toffy,
many

QQ

:
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WHITMAN'S SAMPLER

LEGEND

These famous Whitman's condies
art brought fresh weekly
they're America's most popular

...

.

An exciting voriety of delicious

that's sure to please. Rich
r centerscnocoiott
miiK

c. 1.50

'
Courtesy of The Wooster Dally Record
, ,
,.
.
From left to right: Phyllis Uher, Harriet Stoner, Anne Austin, Emily
Kuhles, Prof. William C Craig.

CHOCOLATES

covering.-

-
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Eight Wooster students took
part in t h ejnvitationaF Debate
Tournament held at Kent,- - Dec. 2.
The question for debate in the
Ohio Conference this year is
Resolved : that the Federal Govern'
ment should enact legislation re
quiring compulsory arbitration of
all labor disputes when voluntary
means of settlement ' have failed.
Those who debated on the women's
team were Anne Austin and Phyl'
lis Uher, affirmative; and Harnett
Stoner and Emily Kuhles, nega-tivThis team was undefeated,
winning eight times but of eight.
The men s team included Mai
Boggs and Albert Spritzer on the
affirmative, and David Pfleiderer
and Jack MacLeod on the nega
tive. The team won two out of
eight. ,No championship was deter'
mined in this tournament, but the
girls' undefeated record put them
in the lead. Dr. Lean and Mr.
Craig were judges at the tourna'

Girls' Chorus
Sings In Chapel
AND

Christmas bells were already be
ginning to sound over the Hill, but
they rang in earnest when the
Girls' Chorus presented the Christ
mas program in chapel this morn'
ing. The girls of the chorus, un'
der the direction of Eve Rome
Richmond, gave a program of four
numbers as their contribution to
Wooster 's musical Christmas. Two
of the selections, "Thanks Be to
Thee" and "Awake the Trumpets
Lofty Sound" are from the works
of G. F. Handel; and another
"I Wonder as I Wander", is an
Appalachian carol arranged by
John Jacob Niles. As a conclud'
ing number the chorus sang the
familiar, beloved "Lord's Prayer"
by Albert H. Malotte.
The Glee Club is planning a
holiday dinner in lower Babcock
this evening. Grace will be sung
at 5:30, and the evening's entertainment will include an exchange
of ten cent gifts and the singing of ment.
old favorite carols.
.....

A

H

N
W
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Inter - Collegiate Debate Confer'
ence held at Capitol University,
winning five times and losing sevr
en. Allegheny College placed first
in this contest with a record of
nine wins and three losses.

The Voice wishes to announce
that a correction should be made

in last issue's story on the newly
elected members of Who s Who.
In addition to those who were men'
tioned, Shirley Parker and Lottie
Kornfeld, both of the senior class,
were given this honor. Shirley, who
comes from Rocky River, Ohio is
(Continued from Page 2)
an economics major and is active
Stick" diplomacy everytime the
in W.S.G.A. and THE Corpora
United States and South America
tion. Lottie, a chemistry major and
had a difference.
Phi Beta Kappa member, comes
One of our main approaches was
from Medina, Ohio.
the stirring up of the general feel'
ing of "We are betrayed". We
with the prisoners of war
started
Graduating in January or an'
had the majority of the
and
soon
swering your Draft Board's sum'
believing
people
that . they could
mons? Does this apply to you? Lila
may Walkden, business manager of not trust their radios, their news'
the INDEX, announced this week papers, their government.
that anyone who is not planning to
The crowning glory of our en'
be held second semester this year deavors is, of course, the breakup
and who would sniHike to receive of the Big Four. Before World
their 1945 INDEX should notify War II we succeeded in prevent'
her immediately. The cost of $1.50 ing a coalition. Sincere isolation'
each semester is ordinarily, collected ists and idealistic pacifists who had
in the college activity fee but if a swallowed our propaganda aided
student is not to be here, the $1.50 us immeasurably.
for next semester should be paid to
But the alliance came and we
Lilamay Walkden before Dec. 15,
had
to abandon the war. Our e
book
the
for
should
or the order
efforts
were then deyoted to
be given to her so that the INDEX
breaking
the coalition.
up
can be sent C.O.D.
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no,

it was we, Herr

.

NO-SEA-

The world was soon ready for
to strike again.. . . much mpre

receptive than it was in 1939.

HOSIERY
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.... 57c

60c VALUE

r.H ' $5$
VVff"
we have the power. We
must
we shall keep it! I, Hitler,
have realised the goal of Alexatv
der, of Napoleon. How could I do
it? Because the decadent nations
failed to realize that peace requires
more vigilance, more effort, more j
sacrifice than does war.
!
VVWiV

'Now

The Nazi philosophy and methods are deathless, Herr Himmler,

'

long as nations work for selfish
purposes, as ..long as there is a
gullible andprejudiced populace, as
long as there is weak and timid
leadership.

v

,

1

1
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Adolf Hitler
Fuhrer of the World l
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See our keen selection of
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Ear Rings at

INon-cli- p

Happy & Prosperous

1.00 and

1.95

Gold and Glittering
Fake Jewels

Ear Rings, Ankle Chains,
Necklaces, Pins) Bracelets
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Hotel Bechtel Building

New Year
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Wishing You a
VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS

The Harris Studios
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Merry Christmas and
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long-wearln-

Himm-le- r.
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These lovely,
full.,
foshioned hose or 42 gauge ond
come In sizes 8Vi to lQVi. New
shades for winter weor .
Sun, Vista Beige.

89c

tions helped us.. They were prey
s
to the lies and
that we RAPTURE
spread. Remember how we had the
Americans believing that Britain
was exploiting them and Russia
was plotting their downfall? Rus'
sia

.
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Innovation of a series of five
programs of poetic and dramatic
readings has been announced by
Dr. Delbert G. Lean, head of the
speech department. T h e s e pro
grams, open to all who eniov the
reading of poetry, will be held in
the Music Room of the Student
Union on Sunday afternoons at 4.
Appearing on the opening pro'
gram, Sunday, Jan. 7, will be Mar-gi- e
Rath, Marjorie .Hatton, Jane
Hogestyn Jean Sommer. and lean
Gildner. Four other programs will
follow on succeeding Sundays, each
being presented by five students in
the speech department.

Dec. 8 and 9 the women's team
took part in the Ohio Women's

"

GIFTl

CHRISTMAS

Sunday Poetry Series

.

Correction Please
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Dr. Lean Inaugurates
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"Where Particular People
Are Photographed It
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